The Crop Genetics Research & Development (CGR&D) group at DuPont Pioneer integrates cutting-edge science and technology into innovative products that help feed and fuel the world. The Breeding Technologies group resides in CGR&D and is responsible...

**Research Scientist, Statistician (CGR00001050)**

To study and develop models, to research new strategies for trading, hedging and risk analysis, and to incorporate results in the existing environment. Responsibilities Collaborates with the CEO, Managing Partners, senior...

**Financial Engineer**

Job Description Summary To study and develop models, to research new strategies for trading, hedging and risk analysis, and to incorporate results in the existing environment. Responsibilities Collaborates with the CEO, Managing Partners, senior...

**EMPLOYER**

Pioneer Hi-Bred

**LOCATION**

Johnston, IA, United States

**EMPLOYER**

Archelon, LLC
The Crop Genetics Research & Development (CGR&D) group at DuPont Pioneer integrates cutting-edge science and technology into innovative products that help feed and fuel the world. The Breeding Technologies group resides in CGR&D and is responsible...

Financial Engineer →
Job Description Summary To study and develop models, to research new strategies for trading, hedging and risk analysis, and to incorporate results in the existing environment. Responsibilities Collaborates with the CEO, Managing Partners, senior...